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Abstract

A well-defined CeOx/Pt(111) model catalytic system has been fabricated using the self-assembling of Ce adatoms on a Pt(111) surface
with a subsequent oxidation of the nucleating Ce submonolayer (0.3 ML). The resulting system of the ‘‘inverse supported catalyst’’ type
consists of CeOx nanoformations (2D islands of 5–15 nm size and �0.3 nm in height) more or less uniformly distributed over the Pt(111)
surface. This CeOx/Pt(111) system has been tested in the CO oxidation reaction where both the CO2 production rate and the Ce oxi-
dation state were monitored in situ. An enhanced reactivity and a remarkable shift of the bistable region of the reaction towards higher
CO pressures were observed when compared to a clean Pt(111) surface. The CeOx islands exhibit a pronounced redox behaviour that
follows the hysteresis cycle of the reaction. The usefulness of such a type of the ‘‘inverse model catalyst’’ for studying the oxygen diffusion
supply and the redox behaviour of ceria in the ceria-platinum catalysts is demonstrated.
� 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Modern methods of surface nanofabrication such as
electron-beam [1,2] or colloidal [3] lithography allow nowa-
days the creation of ordered arrays of small metal particles
on a planar oxidic support. As in case of conventional sup-
ported metal cluster systems created by vapour deposition,
such quasi two-dimensional systems can be well character-
ized morphologically by surface analytic techniques [4,5]
and subjected to a detailed in situ kinetic investigation [6].
The nanofabrication provides the possibility to control
not only the particle size but also the interparticle distances
which are important e.g. for the interdiffusion of species
between the particles. This facilitates the access to the fun-
damental catalytic problems such as size-effects [7], commu-
nication between the facets of single catalyst particles [8],
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adsorbate-induced reshaping of catalyst particles [9], reac-
tant supply via the support [10] or metal-support interaction
[11]. As an alternative approach, ‘‘inverse supported cata-
lysts’’ where oxide islands cover the metal catalyst surface
may also significantly deepen our understanding of pro-
cesses at the metal–oxide interface during an ongoing reac-
tion [12].

Apart from the above-mentioned lithography and from
the conventional deposition methods (see e.g. Refs. [10,11]
for a review), the catalytically active nanoscaled structures
can be fabricated purposely by creating conditions at which
self-organization occurs, driven e.g. by a nonisotropic
strain as in the case of the Cr/Pt(111) system [13].
Recently, ordered arrays of Ce atoms on the Ag(111)
surface were created using the long-ranging adatom inter-
action mediated by the electronic system of the substrate
[14].

The mentioned lateral adatom interaction results from
long-ranging Friedel-type oscillating perturbations of the
electron density by adsorbed atoms. It was first discussed
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Fig. 1. Typical Ce 3d XP spectrum of the CeOx/Pt(111) system as
obtained by partial oxidation of a Ce submonolayer (0.3 ML, deposited at
125 K) in oxygen (20 L, pO2

¼ 1:3� 10�6 mbar, during warming-up from
125 to 300 K). The deconvolution of the spectra provides an average Ce
oxidation state of 3.5 in the CeOx islands. The inset shows a corresponding
STM image and a typical CeOx island profile. The shape of the Pt terraces
remains unchanged during the CeOx island fabrication.
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by Koutecky already 50 years ago [15] and considered
theoretically in the next two decades by Grimley and
coworkers, Lau and Kohn as well Einstein and Schrieffer
[16–19]. Almost contemporaneously, the implications of
the substrate-mediated adatom interaction were observed
experimentally by LEED for Li adatoms on W(112) [20]
and by FIM for Re adatoms on W(11 0) [21], as well as
for W–Pd and Re–Pd [22] and Re–Pd [23] atom pairs
on W(110). A compilation of this early development
including the dipole–dipole and elastically mediated non-
oscillatory interactions is given in a comprehensive review
[24].

Very recently long-ranging adsorbate interactions
through the substrate electrons were evidenced for catalyt-
ically relevant adsorbates on noble-metal surfaces [25,26].
Kinetic Monte-Carlo simulations revealed a crucial role
of such interactions in the nucleation of Ag islands on var-
ious fcc(111) surfaces [27,28] and in the self-assembling of
initially randomly distributed Ce adatoms on Ag(111) [29].
Similar interaction mechanisms seem to be responsible for
the formation of Ce nanostructures on Pt(111) or Rh(11 1)
surfaces [30,31].

Assuming their successful subsequent oxidation, such
self-assembled structures could be used for the creation
of well-defined model systems for the above-mentioned
‘‘inverse supported catalysts’’. Here ceria nanostructures
are of particular interest, since the well-known ability of
ceria to promote oxidation reactions via formation of oxy-
gen vacancies as active interfacial centres is not entirely
understood yet. Due to the presence of an extended me-
tal–oxide interface such a well-defined ceria/Pt system
might also serve helpful in studying the metal-support
interaction.

As a test for this concept, it would be of interest to use
such a system to mimic the CO oxidation on ceria-sup-
ported noble metal catalysts, a reaction which is important
e.g. in the automotive exhaust treatment. Although ceria is
known to influence the catalytic properties of Pt, promot-
ing the low-temperature oxidation of CO and hydrocar-
bons [32], the atomistic details of this promoting function
are still not well understood. The oxidation state of the
used Pt/CeOx catalysts seems to play an important role,
as indicated by the observation that reduced (e.g. by H2)
samples are usually more active than pre-oxidized ones
[33]. At the same time the (Ce3+

M Ce4+) switch of the oxi-
dation state in the Pt/CeOx catalysts during the variation
of the air-to-fuel ratio provides the oxygen storage function
[34]. In practice, this helps to compensate transient devia-
tions from the stoichiometric ratio. However, the yield of
details of the (spill-over mediated) oxygen transport mech-
anism is still scarce despite of intensive experimental and
modelling efforts [35]. The complex interplay between Pt,
Ce, CO, and O species under reaction conditions is influ-
enced by both electronic and structural contributions.
Therefore, an adequate experimental study requires appli-
cation of spectroscopic (e.g. XPS) and topographic (e.g.
STM) techniques.
In the present paper we report the fabrication of a well-
defined CeOx/Pt(1 11) model system assembled using the
indirect interaction of Ce adatoms on a Pt(111) surface.
The promoting effect and the reversible redox behaviour
of CeOx nanoformations on Pt(111) is studied in situ dur-
ing the ongoing CO oxidation reaction.

2. Experimental

All experiments were performed in an UHV surface
analysis system operating at base pressures <10�10 mbar.
The multipurpose apparatus provides among others the
possibility for X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS;
SPECS, Phoibos-150), scanning tunnelling microscopy
(STM; Omicron NanoTechnology, VT-AFM/STM), com-
bined Auger electron spectroscopy and low energy electron
diffraction (AES, LEED; SPECS, ErLEED 150), and mass
spectrometry (MS; MKS Instruments, VacCheck). During
in situ monitoring of the CO oxidation, the differentially
pumped UHV chambers were run as constant flow reactors
by admitting the reactive gases (CO, O2) via leak valves
from constant pressure reservoirs.

The Pt(111) single crystal sample was a 1 mm thick disk
of 10 mm in diameter. The standard surface cleaning
procedure consisted in 1.5 keV argon ion sputtering at
room temperature followed by annealing in oxygen
(6 · 10�8 mbar) at 750 K and flashing in UHV to 1050 K.
After several repetitions of the above procedure no con-
tamination could be detected by XPS and a sharp hexago-
nal LEED pattern with low background was observed. The
corresponding STM images show flat 20–50 nm wide ter-
races (see inset in Fig. 1). The cerium evaporation rate
was adjusted to 0.25 ML/min as was estimated by in inde-
pendent experiments by AES analysis of Ce-submonolay-
ers on a Cu(111) single crystal surface.



Fig. 2. Hysteresis in the CO2 production rate RCO2
as obtained upon cyclic

variation of the CO partial pressure for constant oxygen pressure
pO2
¼ 1:3� 10�6 mbar at T = 443 K. A bistable region is located between

the monostable regions of high reactivity (HR) at low CO partial pressure
and of low reactivity (LR) at high CO partial pressure, correspondingly.
sA and sB mark the CO pressures at which the kinetic transitions occur. In
comparison to the bare Pt(111), RCO2

is significantly enhanced for the
CeOx/Pt(111) system. The CO2 production rate was evaluated from the
relative changes in the CO2 partial pressure (base pressure <10�10 mbar).
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The XPS spectra (pass energy 10 eV, step size 0.1–
0.2 eV) were recorded with a 150 mm hemispherical energy
analyzer using a Mg Ka (1253.64 eV) X-ray source for the
excitation. The CO oxidation on the clean Pt(111) single
crystal surface and on the CeOx/Pt(1 11) system was mon-
itored via the amu = 44 (CO2) mass spectrometer signal.

3. Results and discussion

Earlier attempts to promote the Pt(111) surface with Ce
submonolayers have manifested the influence of Ce on the
adsorption of carbon monoxide and oxygen but the details
of the role of coadsorbed Ce in the reactivity of Pt surfaces
are still not entirely understood [36,37]. The problems are
caused mainly by interfacial Ce–Pt alloying at elevated
temperatures which makes difficult the separation of the
coadsorption- and substrate-effects [36–38].

To suppress the Ce–Pt alloy formation in present exper-
iments, the Ce was deposited on a Pt sample cooled to
125 K. Immediately after deposition of 0.3 ML Ce oxygen
was introduced at 10�6 mbar and the sample was simulta-
neously heated to 300 K. It is expected that oxygen adsorp-
tion may act as a kind of stabilizer for the nucleating Ce
islands due to CeOx formation [38]. After exposure to
P20 L of oxygen (usually, the oxygen uptake for Ce
submonolayers on Pt saturates below 17 L [38]) the sample
was investigated by XPS and, consequently, its surface
topography was studied with STM. The corresponding
STM images confirm the formation of dense CeOx islands
of 5–15 nm size more or less uniformly distributed over
the Pt(111) surface (Fig. 1). The high resolution XP
spectra for the Ce 3d region shown in Fig. 1 provide the
(spatially) averaged oxidation state of Ce in these
nanoformations.

It has to be noted, that the determination of the Ce oxi-
dation state in submonolayer CeOx formations is still diffi-
cult despite the great deal of work devoted to the electronic
structure of ceria and similar compounds [39–41]. Apart
from the low intensity of the XP signal, the difficulties re-
sult mainly from the particular features in the Ce 3d spectra
which are related to multielectronic processes caused by the
f-character of the O 2p valence electrons (initial state effect)
and to a screening effect of the core-holes left by photo-
emitted electrons (final state effect) [42,43]. In the case
when both oxidation states (Ce3+ and Ce4+) are present,
the above effects lead to a complicated spectrum with over-
lapping peaks, where a total of 30 parameters, namely the
peak positions, relative peak intensities and the FWHMs
for each of 10 peaks in 3d spectra needs to be considered.
In the present work the effective oxidation state of Ce
was determined by correlation of the XPS data with those
for reference samples CeO2�x with a known oxidation
state. As reference samples Ar+-sputtered CeO2 powder
was used, where in UHV oxygen atoms in the surface re-
gion are preferentially released under the impact of Ar+

ions. Details of the calibration procedure and the determi-
nation of the Ce oxidation state can be found elsewhere
[44]. From the Ce 3d XP spectra in Fig. 1 an average Ce
oxidation state of 3.5 in the freshly preapared CeOx forma-
tions was obtained.

Immediately after its characterisation with XPS and
STM the CeOx/Pt(111) system was subjected to an
in situ kinetic investigation of the CO oxidation reaction.
Fig. 2 shows the CO2 production rate RCO2 over the
Pt(111) single crystal surface in comparison to the one
above the CeOx/Pt(1 11) surface, both exposed to a con-
stant partial pressure of oxygen (1.3 · 10�6 mbar) while
the CO partial pressure is cyclic varied. The resulting
RCO2(pCO) curves exhibit a hysteresis for both the CO/O/
Pt(111) and CO/O/CeOx/Pt(111) reaction systems. This
is characteristic for a bistable reaction behaviour caused
by the asymmetric inhibition of the dissociative oxygen
adsorption by CO: Since O2 needs two adsorption sites
per molecule and can hardly adsorb on a densely CO-cov-
ered surface (CO, in turn, can easily adsorb on the oxygen-
precovered surface), two stable states of the reaction sys-
tem, with high and low reactivity, coexist over a range of
operating conditions [45]. The bistable behaviour of the
CO oxidation is well studied for Pt(11 1) [46] single crystal
surfaces. Our studies on the nanofacets of Pt field emitter
tips [47] as well as theoretical modelling [48] revealed that
this inherent property of a monomer–dimer Langmuir–
Hinshelwood reaction remains valid also for nanozised
reaction systems and is limited only by fluctuation-induced
effects [49]. Recent experiments with cluster-oxide systems
and with highly-dispersed Pt-on-ceria catalysts convinc-
ingly confirm these findings [50,51].

As Fig. 2 demonstrates, the presence of the CeOx islands
shifts the bistability region remarkably towards higher CO
pressures and increases the reactivity (CO2 production rate)
despite of the evident blocking effect (occupancy of active
Pt sites by CeOx islands). The simplest explanation of the
shift-effect would be the modified electron density at the
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Fig. 3. XPS monitoring of the redox behaviour of the CeOx islands during
the hysteresis cycle of the CO oxidation. (a) Ce 3d XP spectrum for the
CeOx/Pt(111) as measured at the point marked by arrow HR in the
hysteresis cycle in Fig. 2. Spatially averaged Ce oxidation state: 3.9. (b)

Same as in (a) but at the point marked by arrow LR. Corresponding Ce
oxidation state: 3.6.
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Pt surface along the perimeter of CeOx islands (at the Pt–
CeOx interface). Our previous experiments with various
Pt surfaces predosed with Li and Dy submonolayers have
demonstrated that the coadsorption of electropositive ada-
toms shifts the bistability region in the CO oxidation on Pt
towards higher CO pressures [47,52,53]. This is due to the
coadsorbate-induced enhancement of the sticking coeffi-
cient of oxygen (see e.g. Ref. [54]) which can be interpreted
as a purely electronic effect caused by the extension of the
local electron density farther away from the surface [55]. As
a result, the precursor potential as well as the dissociation
barrier height for molecularly adsorbed species is modified
[56,57]. This influences the adsorption/desorption equilib-
ria of CO and molecular O2 in favour of oxygen.

In the present case the modified electron density is re-
stricted to adsorption sites along the borders of the CeOx

islands, a rather minor part of the total active area. This
suggests that the additional oxygen supply may originate
via diffusion from the CeOx formations, similarly as sug-
gested for a Pt/CeOx model catalyst prepared by elec-
tron-beam lithography [58]. An alternative mechanism
comprising CO oxidation over the CeOx islands can be
rather neglected under the given conditions as was shown
in Refs. [51,58] for samples containing CeOx layers only.
Certain contribution of the CO diffusion supply (via spill-
over mechanism) from CeOx islands to the Pt surface can
not yet be excluded.

For both the number of modified adsorption sites and
for the oxygen diffusion supply the role of the islands area
and the islands perimeter line seems to be important and
has to be studied. This can be easily done for the present
system by varying the initial Ce coverage and will be ad-
dressed in forthcoming experiments. Such studies would
also allow to evaluate the (physically meaningful) local in-
crease of the catalytic activity, since a semi-quantitative
estimation from the data of Fig. 2 (enhancement by factor
of �2 at pCO = 6.5 · 10�7 mbar when normalized by the
‘‘uncovered’’ Pt(111) area) contains a rather rough average
over the inhomogeneously active surface.

The enhanced activity observed for our CeOx/Pt system
in CO oxidation when compared to the clean Pt(111) sur-
face is in accord with other observations [59] and can be
attributed to the enhanced O2 dissociation rate at the
CeOx/Pt interface. The interface step height of �3 Å (see
inset in Fig. 1) may provide an inhomogeneity which is suf-
ficient to significantly facilitate the O2 dissociation. Re-
cently an enhanced CO oxidation rate was observed
caused by a noticeable increase of the oxygen dissociation
rate on steps of the Pt(411) surface [60]. The particular role
of the island boundaries in CO adsorption, suggested re-
cently for the ceria/Rh(11 1) system fabricated by reactive
evaporation of Ce on Rh(111) [61], will be proven for
our system soon in a detailed XPS study.

A possible electronic contribution to the increased reac-
tion rate due to Ce–Pt alloy formation can be excluded: our
experiments with intentionally created Ce–Pt alloy system
(via annealing of the Ce submonolayer) have shown a re-
duced reaction rate in comparison to clean Pt(111) due
to the blocking of active sites.

The oxidation state of Ce in the CeOx islands was mon-
itored in situ during the ongoing reaction and a pro-
nounced redox behaviour was observed. Fig. 3 shows the
corresponding XP spectra at various steady states of the
reaction (high reactivity vs. low reactivity). As can be seen
the Ce oxidation state is directly related to the hysteresis
cycle of the reaction changing from 3.9 (high reactivity
branch) to 3.6 (low reactivity) and vice versa. Similarly as
in the ceria-supported catalysts, or in corresponding
nano-fabricated model systems [59], oxygen seems to spill
over from the Pt surface to the CeOx islands increasing
the Ce oxidation state (x! 2) during the run through the
high reactivity (oxygen reach) branch of the reaction and
to spill back to the Pt surface during the low reactivity
branch (x! 1.8). Our experimental set-up provides the
possibility to study the kinetic details of this process, which
also will be done in future studies.

Finally, it should also be noted that the stability prob-
lem related to reshaping of the Pt particles in conventional
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Pt/CeOx model catalysts (see e.g. Ref. [59]) during the
ongoing reaction does not appear in our case. The
Pt(111) structure between the CeOx islands survives the
cyclic catalytic operation.

4. Summary

We have shown that a well-defined CeOx/Pt(1 11) ‘‘in-
verse supported catalyst’’ model system can be assembled
by exploiting the indirect interaction of Ce adatoms depos-
ited at low temperature on the Pt(111) surface with a sub-
sequent oxidation of the nucleating Ce submonolayer upon
warming-up to room temperature at low oxygen pressure.
The resulting system consisting of CeOx islands on
Pt(111) has been characterised by XPS and STM. The per-
formance of this model catalytic system was studied in situ

for the CO oxidation reaction where both the CO2 produc-
tion rate and the Ce oxidation state were monitored. A
remarkable shift of the bistable region towards higher
CO pressures and an enhanced reactivity of the CeOx/
Pt(111) when compared to a clean Pt(111) surface were
observed. The CeOx formations exhibit a pronounced re-
dox behaviour that is directly related to the hysteresis cycle
of the reaction. In contrast to the conventional Pt/CeOx

model systems where Pt nanoformations are deposited on
a CeOx surface and where reshaping of the Pt particles dur-
ing operation might occur, the present CeOx/Pt(1 11) mod-
el system is structurally stable. The complementarity of
such an ‘‘inverse’’ system to the conventional Pt/CeOx sys-
tems (where Pt nanoformations are deposited on the CeOx

surface) as well as the easily achievable variation of the is-
land perimeter makes the present system to a promising ob-
ject for studying the mechanisms of the oxygen diffusion
supply and the role of the CeOx-Pt interaction.
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